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About This Game
Deer Hunt Legends puts players in the ultimate hunting environments, where bravery and intuition will be tested each step of the
way. Your mission: capture as many trophies as you can, taking down big game around the world. You’re not out there to take
notes. You’re out there to kill!
Deer Hunt Legends is a third person hunting simulation game that follows the story of a hunter on a quest to take down species
never before seen by the human eye, some even believed to be extinct…
Players will travel across the globe in search of their prey. Captured in their natural environments, these animals are quick,
deadly, and eager to turn you into dinner! You will engage in vicious boss battles against the feared T-Rex, saber-toothed cats,
and Gastornis. With diverse weapons to choose from like sniper rifles, crossbows, and high-powered shotguns, Deer Drive
Legends is the most realistic hunting game you’ll ever play!

Features:
More than 30 elusive animals including woolly rhinos, white-tailed deer, wolves and Irish elk
Realistic natural background effects and sounds
Range of unique challenges using true-to-life hunting techniques
Bonuses awarded for successful kills, such as Health Packs, Ammo Clips, and more
Earn skill points for extra advantage during specific hunts
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Nice concept and use of getting Unity in. Seems this is new to you...well a good start and I hope if later titles possible you can
put music in like that EDM found on the trailer.. First time I ever asked for a refund via Steam.
The game itself is kinda cute, but the controls are horrible! I played the game with an Xbox One wireless controller. The game
require finely tuned controls, but they are far from it which results in a very frustrating gameplay.
I've played many games with "bad" controls and always gotten use to it, but this is just way too bad.
I find this game impossible to play and I would never recommend it to anyone.. Gunman Clive is perhaps the most enjoyable
side scrolling shooter that took me around sixty minutes to complete on normal. It\u2019s fun, it\u2019s challenging and
it\u2019s full of and its nostalgia laden level themes from Donkey Kong Country mine carts to bits of level from the original
Mega Man. In a lot of ways, Gunman Clive is a parody of Mega Man. The mechanics are the same and it\u2019s set in the
18XX era.
The only real downside is the sketchy art. On the PC, it\u2019s a bit faint, especially when running. The look of the game is up
to your personal preference, but it sure makes the game stand out from a pack of other retro themed games. Everything looks
dusty with only a few colors like cacti, blue enemies and purple horses to make things stand out. Other than that it\u2019s a
glorious 2.5D.
Gunplay is simple, you can only shoot left or right. There are no ups or downs. You can duck to shoot standing enemies in the
crotch or fire upon innocent ducks that pace back and forth. Beyond that you can jump, climb up and down ladders as you
navigate horizontal and vertical scrolling levels.
Each level is broken into several sections with a map connecting a string of levels that lead up to a boss fight. Bosses keep things
interesting and they\u2019re the right amount of challenge to let you keep progressing in the game without too much trouble.
From the start you\u2019ll have two characters to choose from: Clive and Ms. Johnson. Playing as Clive will show Ms. Johnson
being kidnapped. Playing as Ms. Johnson will show Clive being kidnapped. The game is all about equality so both players feel
the same.
Ms. Johnson falls slow to the ground with her hoop skirt and seems to garner more cake for defeating enemies, so chances are,
she\u2019s an easier character to manage. The real disadvantage is that she stops to shoot, while Clive is free to run and gun
while keeping momentum.
Once you complete the game, you\u2019ll unlock Duck Mode which is a third character that lets you play as a duck. This duck
cannot shoot, but at least it can fly and it has plenty of health.
Dispatching foes will often drop different weapons. Collecting these lets you keep them until you take damage. You\u2019ll get
a spread shot, a laser and a gun with seeking bullets. Nothing other weapons come to mind. These weapons each feel far more
powerful than the six shooter you\u2019ll start out with.
There are sixteen levels, each with multiple segments. The game balances its shooting with its platforming. You\u2019ll leap on
rolling rocks that will push you off as they roll, rotating platforms you\u2019ll need to climb or slide off, mine carts to ride in,
anti gravity wells to fly through and so much more. There\u2019s even a moon level with physics that match accordingly,
complete with meteor showers. There\u2019s a lot of diversity in such a brief game.
Enemies manage to stand out as intelligent. You\u2019ll see snipers move around on platforms to follow your movements.
Horseback riders will charge at you. Other gunmen will pop out of trap doors with their guns blazing. The game makes fantastic
use of each foe.
There is plenty of health and a lot of cake everywhere to restore health. That makes the game forgiving, but in the later levels,
there are plenty of hazards around to make your life miserable. You\u2019re at least allowed to have a lot of fun, before the
game gets too difficult.
To cap off the maps, you\u2019ll face off against giant bosses, clones of yourself and trains that transform. It all feels so
familiar, the most interesting bosses from other games have all been taken for Gunman Clive and they add to the fun.
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The train level has a boss fight against the engine itself that transforms into a flame throwing mech. The gunfight against your
shadow has you playing cat and mouse against yourself. A brawl against a giant boss has its arms slamming onto the ground
where you need to climb up its giant fists and shoot it in the face. Every boss feels good and the game drops plenty of guns to
help make it easier.
Gunman Clive was short and worth every penny to experience. I\u2019d much rather play a brief game that does everything
right than something longer. It made me long for a sequel, which happened after its release.. i LOVED this game back in the
days - couldnt make it to the end because of the well known bug in the queens hive. Watched the ending in 2016 and its
glorious.
Thank you for this game, its one of my nicest childhood memories.. Just spent nearly 3 hours straight and didn't even notice...
very addicting and looking forward to playing with friends. Thanks for making it free to play and i hope more people buy the
full version to support it as it grows.
A couple suggestions, though probably nothing new..
- Ranked (once the community has grown a bit more)
- Team feature with custom jerseys and maybe even stadiums.
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The amazing thing that separates PC gaming from console gaming is what I term the "gaming underground", indie developers
who do it purely for the love or to create a game they would enjoy playing. Also, the ability to connect with developers of indie
games is something that was never able to be done with consoles, it makes the player feel much more involved in the game
world. Swords and Socery-Underworld is a perfect example of an "underground" role playing game. Big game studios do not
make their money developing games highly inspired from antiquated RPG's of the past like "A Bard's Tale" and "Might and
Magic IV". Some newer titles have done well such as the Grimrock series, but those will never ascend to the likes of what the
big developers are doing. For those of us who still enjoy the old style of gaming, who don't care about flashy graphics and
sound, and just wan't an atmospheric, immersive story and all the fantasy trademarks of yesteryear will do well to check out this
game. It's refreshing to download a 256 mb game and be able to fire it up within seconds instead of waiting for hours for a
download to finish. A lot of the gaming elements are familiar to aforementioned games in this review, but there is still a learning
curve, even for us older games. I truly enjoy the map layout and how the world map is connected more like puzzle pieces,
instead of just being able to see your entire map at once. You want to keep exploring the grid based world until every square is
uncovered, in hopes you'll come across an elusive rare item or challening foe. I'm about 10 hours into the game and have
uncovered the first four segments of the map. I have no idea how big the world is, and that's the beauty of it...to keep exploring
and see where it leads next. I highly recommend this game, but only to people with patience and who can appreciate the old days
of gaming through and through. This IS your dad's computer RPG!. all and all a fun game. The realism of actually loading your
weapons adds to the game. It is a stationary game at this time, you sit behind a booth and avoid zombies breaking in. There are
other games similar out there for free. If the creators added the extra levels it would be worth the money spent. Right now save
your money and wait for the complete game.. I was not happy to see this game is free inside the microsoft app store... (sigh).
Stories Untold is one hell of a special experience. A slower paced horror anthology that string together drastically different
mechanics to an exquisite finale. While the mechanics don't all work equally well, the stories that bring them together more than
make up for this. Best played through in a single three hour long sitting.
Definitely one to go into knowing as little as possible. I'll try to keep this spoiler free.
Pros:
- Excellent writing
- Unique and well thought out mechanically
- Keeps the experience fresh throughout
- Plays on horror tropes well
- Soundtrack is great
- Visuals are simple but allows for most machines to run it
- Sound design is solid
- Doesn't overstay its welcome with a reasonable length and price
- Never insults the player with its puzzles while keeping them reasonable
Cons:
- Episode 4 lighting design could use some refinement
- Optimization in episode 4 could use some work
- Some boxes for mouse interaction are a touch too small
- Episode 2 final puzzle leaves a little to be desired mechanically
- Episode 3 geometry is rather messy and needs polish
- A couple tips in the game can confuse the player rather than inform
It's really hard to get into any of the cons without spoiling the story events or the solution. Most of them come down to issues
with polish. The core of this game is incredibly strong. The writing throughout this experience is something so rarely found in
modern gaming. Emotionally driven, well thought out and powerful.
The pacing in this game can lead to some debate. The text based sections may frustrate some as you can't skip forward but it is
very much a relic of an era before. I remember playing text based adventures with far slower text scrolling so for myself, this
wasn't a problem. The stories offer a slow burn with excellent climaxes in each leading to intense final acts that enjoy playing
with your expectations. This is a slower experience that some may be willing to take in but the payoff is all too worth it.
The game offers roughly three hours of gameplay, spread out across 4 episodes, without much reason to return. Acquiring every
achievement in a single run is more than reasonable. None of the achievements ask you to do any out of the way actions with
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only one exception. For the meager $11 CAD this game asks for, this is more than enough.
Puzzles in this game are generally rather simplistic but keep the momentum of the game going. You are rarely spending too long
on any one puzzle. The game always has the answer nearby for you and feels rewarding throughout. A couple puzzles in the
game unfortunately don't stick to this mantle quite as well and end up with you very slowly working your way through a mess.
While completely doable and within reason, it does throw off the momentum the player has going at that point. These bumps in
the pacing do drag down otherwise excellent episodes.
The sound design in this game is pretty great all around. Some of the voice lines could use some work, but overall the
soundscape is consistent and creates a tense and foreboding atmosphere. Space is also communicated to the player extremely
well if they're using headphones. Speakers are fine for this game but far from the ideal setup.
This covers most of the game in broader strokes as I don't wish to get into the particulars of any of the episodes in order to avoid
spoilers. The less specific information you have going into this game, the better off your experience will be. I also advise that
you avoid reaching for a guide unless you are really struggling.
Overall this game is an incredibly strong title from No Code and if this title does interest you, I strongly recommend you give
their new title, Observation, a look. Unfortunately, at the time of writing, Observation an Epic Store Exclusive but don't let that
stop you from supporting one of the most unique and interesting indie developers currently on the market. Observation is also an
excellent addition to anyone's library that I recommend. Their style of storytelling is truly special and makes them a developer to
keep an eye on. I can't wait for further releases from them.
88\/100. Very impressed! a lot of love went into this visual extravaganza!. Fantastic game. Great soundtrack and a challenging
puzzler. Easy to play but hard to control your greed. Definitely one of the most rewarding games I've played. It's simple,
balanced, fun and has a lot of replay value.. great bass if only game was as good
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